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PRESIDENT´S CORNER
100 years – what all can happen in that time? What
do we remember, what do we choose to take with us
to the present and the future?

2018: “Creating a legacy through heritage education
and Time Travel”. The conference will be held in Pretoria, South Africa 11-14.9 2018.

2018 is a year that lifts forward many centenary celebrations: it will mark the end of World War I as well
as the 100 year celebration of countries like Estonia,
Latvia and Lithuania. Finland already celebrated a
century of independence last year and it was a year
of celebration as well as reflection and hopes for the
future. In South Africa, it has been 100 years since
Nelson Mandela was born and this is celebrated under
the theme “Be the legacy”. This is an inspiration also
for the Bridging Ages International conference theme

A century give a chance to stop and reflect; what
have happened, how far have we come and where do
we want to go? And what better way to do this then
through a Time Travel?
Annina Ylikoski,
President, Bridging Ages
Regional Council of Ostrobothnia, Finland

Time Travels finds its way
to Yukon Territory, Canada
North America Bridging Ages is currently conducting
Time Travels in New Mexico, United States and Yukon
Territory, Canada. In the Yukon Territory, we continue
to conduct workshops in Whitehorse and Dawson City.
We conducted a Time Travel workshop in Dawson
City, YT, Canada from August 14th to the 18th and
public Time Travels at the Dawson City Museum on
the 18th, 19th and 20th of August.
As Lotteries funding was not secured until well into
July, we had a very short window to market the program. In the end, we had 6 students. However, it
worked extremely well. Two were younger students
(11 - 13) and 4 were older (15 - 18).
In 2017, one youth used this experience to become
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much more interested in his native culture and was
so proud to share his heritage with the visitors. Over
125 visitors attended the museum over the weekend
where they were able to interact with the youth and
hear their characters stories.
The parent of one of the Dawson City particpants,
Liam, said, “He was never interested in performance
before.” Also, “He never finished a week-long class
until this one.”
The parent of another Dawson City particpant,
Anya, said, “We both learned so much this week.”
For 2018, Bridging Ages North America will focus
its Time Travel and youth education/ living history
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efforts in the Yukon Territory of Canada and New
Mexico in the United States. In both locations there
is a commitment to empower the indigenous cultures
through Time Travel.
Plans for Dawson City, Yukon Territory for summer of
2018 include:
• Time Travel Fair (long weekend of games, contests, etc.)
• Historical music camp and Time Travel- the week
before the city’s Music festival
• Time Travels each week to a different era (1905,
1915, 125, etc.) with murder mysteries and other
interactive audience experiences included
For Bridging Ages North America, living history and
Time Travel allow participants to connect the past

with the present, to bridge the distance between
generations, and to invigorate historical exploration
in a manner that leads to lifelong learning. Living
history performance also elevates an awareness of
voices silenced by history such as First Nation/ Native
American people, women and immigrants. In line
with Bridging Ages International we endeavor to use
living history and Time Travel to share the story of
the Klondike and the many facets of its history with
the community and afar while introducing youth
of the Yukon and New Mexico to a new method of
heritage education.
Scott Green,
Department of Cultural Affairs
- State of New Mexico/
Friends of the Klondike Corridor
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The living history Yukon group.
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The Bridging Ages
International Conference 2017
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Regional Council of Ostrobothnia.

The Bridging Ages International Conference 2017 took place in Vaasa, Finland
12-14.9 2017.
The week before the conference, a
training was held in the Time Travel method, where the participants got to know
both the theory as well as the practice
around the region of Ostrobothnia.
This was the year Finland celebrated 100
years as an independent country and
this was celebrated big and wide, also of
course through numerous Time Travels!
The conference gathered 120 people over
three days and the delegates came from
both Europe and Africa.

Networking.

The theme for the conference was “Together for the future - heritage education
and applied heritage as a bridge between
the past and the future” and the papers
discussed democracy, nationalism, identity
and ethnicity through heritage education
and the Time Travel method. In the presentations in the conference there were
also practical workshops this year. There
were workshops on drama, music and
democracy from the heritage education
perspective.

The Bridging Ages International board present themselves.
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Time Travel to 1917
The Time Travel in the conference took
place in 1917, a couple of months before Finland becomes independent.
The groups that in January 1918 will
stand against each other in a civil war
are already formed. The question about
what a country for all means are very
different. What is it that the different
groups want? How do we find a way
to work together? How do we see the
future?
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Time Travel the Estonian Way
I wish to share with you our experience of the Time
Travel we organized for the 100th anniversary of Estonia, which took place on the 7th of February, where
over 8300 teachers and students from all across the
country took part in.
We traveled back to February 24th 1918, the day
when an independent Estonia was created. The Time
Travel began at 10 in the morning with the reading
of the independence manifesto. That was followed
by a lively discussion about what the document and
freedom really mean to us. Many different world
views and opinions collided, the reckless youth and
the wisdom of the elderly, the excitement and fear for
the future. Ultimately, people came to the conclusion
that only in unity and with cooperation, we will be
able to build a country based on freedom, justice and
fairness, which will preserve the Estonian nation and
culture across time.

Although the Time Travel only took us back to the
previous century, the problems we faced were familiar to us: even today there are many arguments and
discussions on how to go about with our lives here
in Estonia, which can only be achieved by working
together.
Also, we always have to think about the fact that
our county is a miracle which we have to hold on to,
because only then will our nation and culture thrive.
Because the 24th of February 1918 was a Sunday,
the Time Travel event took place at a Sunday school,
where the local minister brought the news about the
manifesto to the people and was also the person to
manage the resulting discussion and urge people to
work together.
Some of our neighbours were also present at the Sunday school: the Finns, the Latvians and the Lithuanians,
who also took part of the discussion and shared their
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Discussions; How should we build a free country?
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stories and experiences about their own statehood.
The idea of gifting the Time Travel event to Estonia
for its 100th anniversary came 2 years ago, when on
a beautiful autumn day Estonian and Finnish Bridging Ages representatives met in Tallinn and a project named Heritage Bridge was born, the purpose
of which was to celebrate the 100th anniversary of
our countries and have more collaborative events between our countries.
By spring, the Latvian and Lithuanian representatives
had also joined our project and so our friendly collaboration could begin.

In order for the Time Travel event to happen, a
lot of preparation had to be done in Estonia: nation-wide trainings for teachers and museum employees, tutoring people in different parts of Estonia and sharing information and experiences in our
Facebook group.
Finally, our dreams came true: the Time Travel happened and a wave of emotions washed over Estonia
– the republic was born!
Long live the Estonian, Finnish, Latvian and Lithuanian Republics – now 100 years old!
Pille Rohtla,
history teacher, Audentes School
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The snow needs to be cleared…
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CALL FOR PAPERS
Bridging Ages International Conference in Pretoria, South Africa 11 – 14 September 2018

Creating a legacy through heritage education
and Time Travel
South Africa celebrates the centenary of Nelson Mandela, an individual who, through working together with others,
created a legacy for South Africa and the world. His life epitomizes resistance against challenges which faced African
and other parts of the world. From his early life, he took a conscious decision to be an agent of positive change.
Working with his comrades and the international leaders Mandela strove for a lasting legacy of a democratic, non-racial and no-sexist society.
You are invited to do a presentation on how to use heritage as a tool to engage with challenges facing the society in
which we live and how this work contributes in creating the future.
•

Can heritage be an enabling tool or an obstacle in addressing issues of reconciliation? Can applied heritage and
Time Travel support people who experienced cultural degradations?

•

How do we create a future legacy through heritage education and the Time Travel method, using past challenges?
In the local society, in Africa, in other continents? How do we become agents of positive change?

We welcome innovative examples and reflections on resistance, democracy, nationalism, identity, ethnicity and similar, facing the past but heading for the future.
Bridging Ages is an international organization working with heritage education and applied heritage through the Time
Travel method. The organization works with museums, schools, universities and cultural and social institutions in more
than 20 countries.
The conference will host paper sessions and workshops. Paper sessions contain three or more 20-minute papers,
which draw on recent research, practices or educational findings. Workshops are hands-on training sessions, offering
participants the opportunity to learn and evolve their approaches to the Time Travel method.
Please submit an abstract of your presentation or workshop, not more than half a page, and a short description of
yourself, by 6.4 2018 to Bridging Ages South Africa chairperson, Mr. Jabulani Phelago at jabulani@freedompark.co.za

CONTACT

Annina Ylikoski, Regional Council of Ostrobothnia, Finland,
President of Bridging Ages International, annina.ylikoski@obotnia.fi
To be part of the mailing list or subscribe to the newsletter, please send an e-mail to: annina.ylikoski@obotnia.fi
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